ADVICE ON DEALING WITH THE PRO-RAPE PATRIARCHY CONFEDERATES

This article is written for people who are experiencing the privilege of their bodies being
physically safe.
There is oftentimes something noxious in the atmosphere, like energetic pollution, and this is an
unpleasantness that humans are often subjected to, in the same way that smog pollutes Los Angeles.
There are options to reduce your exposure to this type of pollution. What is helpful to understand is
that the main tactical strategy of the pro-rape patriarchy confederates is to psyche you out by getting
you to lose your confidence. If you are thinking losing is inevitable, then it is, because you have run out
of steam and your willpower has faltered.
The pro-rape patriarchy confederates may be in the habit of feeling sorry for themselves and may be
striving to win a competition that only exists within their minds through the lens in which the world is
viewed. Therefore even though the most violent males have been getting their way with the human
family for thousands of years, they continue to feel like losers from their position of being “on top,” and
that they must win this.
There is a strong opposition to commercialized child abuse continuing within the Human Realm. This
opposition is not part of any competition, but simply a nice loud “Hell No!”
Winning and losing are illusions of the altered-ego.
So, how do those pro-rape patriarchy confederates get people to feel like the cause is already lost
before it has begun? They jerk your chain. They emotionally manipulate you. They provoke, they push
buttons, they bait, they lead your attention exactly where they want you to invest it in, which is a
problem without solution. They play on your fears built through thousands of years of the human race
surviving patriarchy and cleverly and intentionally angle each move that has been planned ahead of time
to bait you in just the right way. They abuse your trust in basic common human decency, and they get
women to do this too, by parading false evidence that we can’t win, or by bringing you information that
is supposedly empowering but has been strategically introduced at that particular time to induce trauma
that makes you easily manipulated during the vulnerable stage of processing it. The intention and
effects are very different when it is a human rights advocate raising awareness on issues, versus a PRPC
informing you of the danger women are in. The PRPC tend to glorify and exalt the damage with a public
service announcement validating how powerless women are, or that a woman’s power exists solely
within her sexuality.
One of the most powerful ways you can protect yourself from this energetic noxiousness in the social
environment is to realize the value of your attention. Attention is like money, it is a chi investment. The
PRPC cannot run their games without a willing audience, and they lose power when you ignore their
pleas for attention. The Silent Sentinels which stood their ground for the women’s suffrage movement
understood the value of their attention. The PRPC is violent, and I do not mean to dismiss this group as
meaningless, it is just best understood that some people are hungry for negative attention, hungry for

validation about how powerful they are to have wrought this damage, and you are not responsible for
attending to their needs. They already have their own pedophile support group, and they are free to
see a therapist if they need to unload evidence of how disturbed they are.
Knowledge is not power when knowledge is a description of exactly how a child molester sexually
abused a child; you are not empowered to “know what is out there,” because it does nothing to increase
your safety to allow your attention to be invested exactly where a pedophile wants it to go. Here is a
metaphor for the value of your attention: which way do the pedophiles want to divert your attention, do
they want you to review the details of exactly how he accomplished his child molestation, or do they
want you to look at the big picture of the power we have to locate and rescue children surviving human
trafficking right now? There are some things in life that are simply not worth your attention. Pedophiles
love to expose details of their crimes towards adults; problem-solvers stay present with the big picture
of children currently in need of a rescue.
Stay focused on the solution, on the goal, on your desires, on your dreams. Remember the power of
creativity surpasses the power of destruction, and it is way more fun. Creating solutions to the problem
of the epidemic of pedophilia is a great contribution to cleaning up the noxiousness in the atmosphere.
Being the change you want to see in the world means both DIY and exercising awareness about your
intellectual diet.

